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Learning to Network and Networking to Learn: Beyond The Tools

Description:

There’s always new web tools, but it’s more important to become part of an online learning network than to master any specific tool. Learn how to connect, converse, and contribute.

Abstract:

The purpose of this session is to help participants develop the meta-skills of joining and growing a learning network online. To that end, the session aims to establish the importance of learning within a social network (based on social constructivist theory) and to help participants see beyond specific tools to discover ways they can build their online learning network over time.

Many educators are exploring revolutionary new online tools with their students: blogs, wikis, podcasts, and more - including social tools like ning and  twitter. But it is more important for teachers to become part of an online learning network than to master any of these specific tools. Participants will learn to network, and then network to learn. They will leave with inspiration and concrete ideas to use for their own professional development - and for helping their students become part of a global learning community.

An interactive welcome activity will begin this session. The presenter will then provide a brief overview of social constructivist learning theory, including the concepts of socially negotiated meaning making and the zone of proximal development. This portion of the session will draw on work by constructivists such as Dewey, Piaget, Vygotsky, and Bruner - and on work by explicitly constructivist educational technologists such as Papert and Jonassen. It will conclude by connecting these theories to the recent work of read/write web enthusiasts such as Will Richardson and David Warlick. Then participants will be introduced to ways in which tools such as blogs, social networking, social microblogging, and instant messaging can support such learning. The presenter will share anecdotes from his personal experience as a teacher-turned-educational-technologist. The theme of these stories will switch the focus of the session to the overriding importance of making connections and making contributions, regardless of the tool being used. Finally, the presenter will share concrete ideas for how participants, too, can make connections and make contributions as they grow their own online learning network. The session will conclude with an interactive reflection activity.
